Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 3/4/20

- The F2F meeting scheduled for April in Ireland has been cancelled. Potentially, the meeting may be a virtual meeting or it might be delayed until later this summer or even Oct. The pre-wire meeting (Raleigh) is also cancelled as a face-to-face event. Jim to work with LF to put out official cancellation.
- It was decided that an experimental ½ day architect’s meeting on March 16th (in place of the upcoming monthly architect’s meeting as well as DS and Cert WG meetings) will be held to discuss some deeper architect topics (including the V2 API). This event will be a good way to explore whether a larger virtual event would work for the F2F replacement in April. The agenda to be finalized but include work discussion of V2 API; Jim to work with Trevor and others to finalize the agenda. The meeting will be setup in the morning US time to allow maximum participation by those in Europe and US (Asia unfortunately will suffer from the time choice). Jim to organize.
- All repositories have moved to Go 1.13 (for Go repo code). device-rest-go and device-camera-go are the only ones remaining. Lenny will be updating the device-rest-go. IoTech will take care of device-camera-go.
- V2 API implementation discussions continue under core WG. Initial agreement on scope, working on details.
- Discussion on config-seed ADR is ongoing, but important dependency discussion to be held in core WG.
- Work continues to add an endpoint for storing secret through app functions SDK to vault leveraging go-mod-secrets.
- Work on JSONLogic integration is open under PR#292
- Bi-weekly status meeting with EMQX Kuiper integration will be held on Mar 5.
- Dynamic discovery is WIP under both DS SDKs
- Value type information is being added to readings under DS WG.
- Blackbox testing has been broken due to Redis as default DB under security testing. Tests are expecting Mongo. Issue edgex-go#2399.
- Swagger and TAF work continue.
- Pipelines clean up and minor work ongoing; edgex-go pipeline conversion complete (release Kraken).
- CLI improvements have been requested and work continues.
- ADR on EdgeX metrics collection available for review (target Hanoi or later release)
- Open Horizon is support to multiple projects.
- Open Horizon has proposal to be in Phase 1 LF Edge. Jim to send out request for endorsement and approval of this move to TSC.
- Security reports 135 of 141 items done for Geneva release (not inclusive of 8 items in the backlog).
- New threat modeling has begun in Security WG.
- April China Hackathon is cancelled, but they replaced with a 5 weeks of webinars series that began last week. 130 people registered/70 joined.
- EdgeX Wiki is being updated to point to new docs sight. Removing the old archived docs in the wiki.
• EdgeX Awards nominations are now open (until early April). There are two awards handed out to two individuals each year: one for innovation and the other for contribution. Visit the wiki.edgefoundry.org/display/FA/EdgeX+Awards site to learn more and to nominate (via link on that page).

• February stats were shared. EdgeX docker downloads have surpassed 3M.